PLAN COMMISSION
Village of Deerfield
Agenda
February 28, 2019
Deerfield Village Hall, Franz Council Chambers
Public Hearing & Workshop Meeting 7:30 p.m.
Public Comment on a Non-Agenda Item
PUBLIC HEARING
(1)

(2)

(3)

Public Hearing: Request for an Amendment to the Deerfield High School Special Use
and a Text Amendment for a Proposed Digital Scoreboard on Adams Athletic Field for
Deerfield High School (Township High School District 113)
Public Hearing: Request for Text Amendment and Special Use for a Special Needs
School for Felicity School; a Text Amendment and Special Use for a Personal Fitness
Training Center for Movement Revolution; a Text Amendment and Special Use for
Private Sports Team Instruction all located in the I-1 Office Research Restricted
Industry District at 550 Lake Cook Road and an Amendment to the Corporate 500
Centre Planned Unit Development (North Shore Sports and Wellness)
Public Hearing: Request for an Amendment to an Existing Sign Plan and Sign
Exceptions to Allow a New Ground Sign with Six Tenant Panels at 111 S. Pfingsten Road

WORKSHOP MEETING
(1a)
(2a)
(3a)
(4)

(5)

(6)

Discussion of DHS Special Use and Text Amendment for a digital scoreboard
Discussion of Text Amendments and Special Uses at 550 Lake Cook Road
Discussion of Ground Sign at 111 Pfingsten Road
Request for Approval of a Final Development Plan for the REVA Residential Rental
Residential Development at the Rear 10.79 acres of Deerbrook Shopping Center
Planned Unit Development (Gateway Fairview, Inc. and REVA Development Partners
LLC.)
Prefiling Conference: Request for a Special Use for a Personal Fitness Training Center in
Suite 27 at the 444 Lake Cook Road building in the Industraplex Planned Unit
Development (Cornerstone Mixed Martial Arts LLC)
Approval of 2019 Zoning Map

Document Approval
Items from the Commission
Items from the Staff
Designation of Representative for the next Board of Trustees Meeting
Adjournment

MEMORANDUM
TO: Plan Commission
FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: February 21, 2019
RE: Request for an Amendment to the Deerfield High School Special Use and a Text
Amendment for a Proposed Digital Scoreboard on Adams Athletic Field for Deerfield
High School (Township High School District 113)
Subject Property
The subject property consists of Deerfield High School located at 1959 Waukegan Road.
Township High School District 113 owns the property. The subject property is zoned P1 Public Lands District. The Middle Fork of the North Branch of the Chicago River runs
through the northeast portion of the property. In 2000, the high school received
approval of additions to the school (Ord 0-00-39) and in 2004 the stadium lighting was
approved (Ord 0-04-14). In 2011, advertising signs on sports field fencing and a digital
scoreboard was approved (Ord 0-11-41), and in 2014 additions for the gym and pool
were approved (Ord 0-14-09).
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North: Village of Bannockburn – commercial
South: R-2 Single Family Residential District – single family homes, North Trail
subdivision
East: Village of Highland Park - residential
West (across Waukegan Road): Village of Bannockburn – residential
Proposed Plan
The petitioners are proposing to replace the existing scoreboard for Adams Field with a
modern digital scoreboard. The existing 300 square foot (10’ X 30’) scoreboard to be
replaced is located at the south end of the track and faces north to the interior of the
athletic field. The petitioner’s material indicates that the existing bulb scoreboard is
more than 25 years old, in poor condition, technically obsolete and repairing or
replacing parts is no longer a viable option.
The proposed digital scoreboard will be located at the north end of the track facing
south to the interior of the athletic field and approximately 740 square feet in area (20’
x 37’). The new scoreboard will be located 50 feet from the north property line and
1,420 feet from the southern two-story home. The scoreboard will be 34.12 feet in

overall height and the scoreboard is mounted on a steel monopole structure. At the top
of the scoreboard there is a 4 foot truss for the school name and mascot. The top with
the Deerfield Warriors and mascot is not illuminated, and there will be no Adams Field
on the scoreboard. The digital scoreboard will not include sound. Page 2, the first full
paragraph of District 113’s letter dated January 10, 2019, explains the reasons for the
new location of the scoreboard. The next paragraph of the January 10, 2019 letter
explains their sightline documents that they prepared. The next page of their letter
explains how the scoreboard lighting works.
The petitioner’s materials indicate that the scoreboard will enhance the spectator
experience and encourage spectator involvement for all sports contests on the field.
The scoreboard will show the game score and time clock; instant replays and highlights;
team and player profile screens; pictures and videos; statistics; animations; and other
relevant game information. The scoreboard technology will also be used as an
educational opportunity for students interested in sports broadcasting and similar media
fields. The petitioners are also planning to use the new scoreboard for community
events other than sports played on Adams field such as: community movie nights;
community fundraisers such as Walk for Life and School Chest 5K); watch parties for
state events; Special Olympics; watch parties for DHS away games, etc. The petitioner
estimates 5-6 community events a year.
Zoning Conformance
The petitioner will be seeking an amendment to their Special Use for the proposed
digital scoreboard and location. Attached are the Special Use standards.
The petitioners will also be seeking a Text Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance for the
proposed digital scoreboard. At the present time, the current regulations in the P-1
Public Lands District allows for a digital scoreboard for a public high school property
(Article 9.02-E, paragraph 3 passed in 2011 by Ordinance O-11-41) which reads:
Digital Scoreboard Sign for a Public High School Property
A digital scoreboard sign used in conjunction with a public high school athletic
field may only be turned on during those time periods when an athletic event is
occurring on the athletic field premises. The sign may contain no more than four
permanent panels, not to exceed 32 square feet each, for display of static
advertising.
The Plan Commission’s 2011 recommendation for the new digital scoreboard indicated:
The petitioner’s materials indicate that the scoreboard will range in size from 24
feet wide by 21 feet high at a minimum (504 square feet), and to 32 feet wide
by 21 feet high at a maximum (672 square feet). The maximum size of any one
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permanent logo to be placed on the scoreboard is 32 square feet. They have
indicated there will be no more than 4 permanent school logos on the sign. The
petitioners have indicated that the message center and programmable event
headings (yards to go, time outs, penalties, etc.) for the sign are only viewable
when the score board is in operation during a game. The petitioners have
agreed to return to the Plan Commission for a workshop meeting to seek
approval for the final design of the scoreboard.
Since the digital scoreboard did not have a final design when it went through the
approval process in 2011, the applicant was required to come back to the Village
for the final design review and approval.
As indicated above, the current regulations in Article 9.02-E paragraph 3 for a digital
scoreboard allows the scoreboard to be turned on only when an event is occurring on
the field. The petitioner’s material indicate that the new digital scoreboard is proposed
to be used for 5 to 6 community events in addition to sporting events played on Adams
Field. These types of community events include: movie nights; community fundraisers;
watch parties for state events; Special Olympics; watch parties for DHS away games,
etc. The current regulations for the use of the digital scoreboard allow the scoreboard
to be used for only during those time periods when an
is occurring on the
athletic field premises. Therefore, the text of the zoning ordinance needs to be
changed to allow the digital scoreboard to be used for community events too.
The proposed text amendment that will replace the existing text in Article 9.02-E
paragraph 3 for a digital scoreboard is below:
Digital Scoreboard Sign for a Public High School Property
A digital scoreboard sign used in conjunction with a public high school athletic
field may only be turned on during those time periods when an athletic event is
occurring on the athletic field premises, and during community events occurring
on the athletic field premises. The digital scoreboard sign may not exceed 740
square feet in area.
In order for a Text Amendment to be approved, it must be in the public interest.
Ordinance O-04-14 dated March 15, 2004 (attached) allowed for 30 lighted events
involving a DHS athletic team and 5 post-season lighted events in a given school year.
Ordinance 0-04-14 contained 10 conditions, restrictions, and limitations for lighted
events involving a DHS athletic team. Staff has asked legal counsel for an opinion if
Ordinance 0-04-14 can be amended as part of this process to allow for community
events to be lighted (as some of the events such as movie night or watch parties for
events will need to be a lighted event), or if a separate public hearing is needed to
changes Ordinance 0-04-14 to allow non athletic events to be lit.
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Height
Structures in the P-1 Public Lands District cannot exceed a height of thirty five (35)
feet, except for public elevated water tanks, fire department hose drying towers, and
similar structures. The proposed digital scoreboard is 34.12 feet in overall height.
Landscaping
The petitioner will not be changing the landscaping of the property with the proposed
digital scoreboard.
Fire Department Letter
The petitioner has submitted a letter from the Deerfield-Bannockburn Fire Protection
District dated January 8, 2019 that the proposed digital scoreboard would not have an
impact on emergency vehicle accessibility.
Prefiling Conference Minutes
Attached are the Plan Commission January 24, 2019 prefiling conference minutes.
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Workshop Meeting
January 24, 2019
Page 2
(2)

Prefiling Conference: Request for an Amendment to the Deerfield High School
Special Use and a Text Amendment for a Proposed Digital Scoreboard on Adams
Athletic Field for Deerfield High School (Township High School District 113)

John Fuhrer, Director of Operations and Facilities at District 113 shared the district’s mission
statement which was developed and is shared by the entire community.
Larry Letwat introduced himself as Co-President of the Deerfield High School Booster Club and
stated that his wife is Co-President and they are both volunteers in these roles. Over the past
nine months, the Booster Club has worked closely with District 113, the superintendent and the
Deerfield High School principal on plans for a new digital scoreboard for Adams Field and is
pleased to now be in front of the Plan Commission.
Mr. Letwat shared that the mission of the Booster Club is to promote athletic success, spirit,
sportsmanship and commitment to excellence beyond the classroom and to inspire students,
teachers, parents and the community. They raise money and contribute funds for uniforms
equipment, training, scholarships and more.
Mr. Letwat reported that advertising on the new scoreboard will generate revenue which is one
of the main objectives of this project. Most or all the advertising revenue will go to the 31 athletic
teams at Deerfield High School. This is one of the many benefits of the new scoreboard which
will replace the existing 25 year old scoreboard and be the last big improvement on the campus
to enhance the school overall. The scoreboard will improve the customer experience for
parents, athletes and all sports spectators. It is a smaller scale of what an NFL or MLB
scoreboard would look like and will incorporate graphics and replays and share information on
student athletes. Broadcasting on the new scoreboard and operating it will be a collaboration of
students and staff with a goal is to involve more students. The scoreboard will be there for years
to come and will have the functionality and availability for dances, athletic events, cheer,
commencements, senior nights and other activities. It will be a real improvement to the campus
overall.
Robert Ruiz stated he has been the Athletic Director at Deerfield High School since 2009, at
which time he heard that the facilities were in such bad shape and in need of upgrades that
many of their sports teams preferred to play on the road then at their home facilities. He
commented that the past few years has been planning for the funds and resources to complete
several upgrades concluding with the new scoreboard.
Mr. Ruiz shared improvements completed over the past several years including the turf field at
Adams Field spearheaded by Susan Bromberg, former Booster Club President. The district was
not willing to finance the 1.2 million dollar turf field project, which involved many agencies, and
Booster Club ensured it was completed. It was a significant start to many athletic upgrades. He
added that the field benefits everyone and every student on the campus uses it for sports and
physical education and it is also used on the weekends and by the community. A new pool was
then put in with a referendum. All who compete at the new pool want to come back as it is a
beautiful facility. The pool is busy from 3 P.M. to 10 P.M every day and on Saturdays. It is one
of the biggest “wow” factors on campus after the newness of the new turf field wore off. After the
pool was completed, a new gym was built large enough to host groups of over 2,000. The old
gym could host no more than 900. When the new gym was built, they demolished old tennis
courts and created new ones at that time, as well. Tennis players say new tennis courts are a
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significant upgrade. The most recent upgrades are the new press box and bleachers at Adams
Field. Mr. Ruiz added that the bleachers get packed for Friday night football games which is a
positive activity for students to engage in and they are happy to have them on the campus. The
new scoreboard is a significant piece of all these changes and is the final upgrade they are
seeking to make for a long time.
Mr. Ruiz shared that the existing scoreboard has lasted the length of time that it should, and last
year there were two or three occasions when the flights flickered on and off during athletic
events and they were not sure it would come back on. Parts for the existing scoreboard are no
longer available and difficult to find. The existing scoreboard is run by a coaxial cable and must
be retrofitted with a wireless component.
Mr. Ruiz stated that the new scoreboard will beautify the facility. It will be 20 feet by 37 feet with
a large screen that any template can be applied to for graphics and animation. It will sit on one
steel pole and will have a sleek aesthetically pleasing design. For its configuration, it will have
spaces for sponsorships, and it will be run by software in the press box. It will function as a
scoreboard which is its primary purpose, and the secondary purpose is to engage and excite
fans with some animation and graphics. A variety of animations will be preprogrammed and will
be run during games by students in the press box. The board will be connected via fiber from
the north end of the field where it will be located to the press box and will also have wireless
capabilities from on the field.
Mr. Ruiz sated that it is important to note that the current scoreboard is on the south end and
they are asking to move it to the north end on the northeast corner. He stated that as a school
administrator, at sporting events his eyes aren’t always on the game, they are also on the tennis
courts, school entrances and sometimes several other locations to keep an eye on people
coming in and out. He added that it is imperative that security personnel, parents and coaches
are able to see throughout the property and moving the scoreboard will give this capability, as
the current one blocks much of the view. Moving it will also free up the south end for space that
can be utilized in other ways. He added that there is currently nothing on the north side of the
field and the new scoreboard will balance this out making the entire field surrounded and not
having everything at one end.
Mr. Fuhrer pointed out that the new scoreboard will be located on the north end outside of the
track facing south. It will line up with the west edge of the old one across the field. Mr. Fuhrer
reported that this project will coincide with three other projects on the property this year. The
other projects being tennis courts will be redone, the track will be resurfaced, and a drain line
under Waukegan Road to their water line will be upgraded. He stated that they wanted to time
the new scoreboard with the track resurfacing so that they can add the fiber power under the
track for the scoreboard while it is already dug up. They are hoping to have the project approved
around May, get started this summer and have dedication this fall.
Chairman Berg asked if there are any audio components on the new scoreboard. Mr. Fuhrer
replied that there would not be any sound; they will use the same audio sound system that has
been in place, the new scoreboard will only be a visual.
Mr. Fuhrer stated that a Commissioner had questions that they wanted to address. One of the
questions was why the new scoreboard was being moved to a location where it may impact
neighbors. He stated that in the packets they have included images from the high school
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entrance drive showing that the scoreboard will have same line of site and will be out of the line
of site for other neighbors.
Commissioner Bromberg asked if they know the distance from the homes to the new
scoreboard. Mr. Fuhrer replied that they do not have this information. Commissioner Bromberg
suggested having this information at the Public Hearing.
Mr. Fuhrer stated that the scoreboard will out of site from the first home across the entrance
drive because this home is one-story, but it may be visible from the second home and they will
get this information for the Public Hearing. Chairman Berg asked if this is a typical size
scoreboard for other schools in the area. Mr. Ruiz replied that yes, many scoreboard sizes are
around this size.
Commissioner Bromberg asked what other events the new scoreboard will it be used for. Mr.
Ruiz replied that they hope to use it when hosting non-athletic events in nature including band,
fine arts, and other school programs that have the opportunity to use it. He added that there is a
limited number of nights that the Adams Field lights can be on and they will continue to be good
stewards with managing the lighted events as well as the new scoreboard.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that it is important to mention this, as well as the hours
and practices at the field at the Public Hearing.
Commissioner Bromberg asked if visiting fans can also see the scoreboard even though there is
a slight tilt. Mr. Ruiz replied that yes, the visiting teams and spectators on the east side would be
able to view the scoreboard, as it is not a dramatic tilt.
Commissioner Bromberg asked how they will show replays. Mr. Ruiz shared that in 2009 they
started a sports information team which is a group of students who film and create sports
commentary. They have had 9 to 20 kids in this group, which operates for all sports seasons.
These students love sports and sports stats and this sports information team has been very
positive for them. They have had an ESPN commentator come in and talk to the group to
enhance the program. Mr. Ruiz added that some of these students have gone on to study
sports media in college and go into the field.
Commissioner Silva asked if there is any concern about the brightness of the new scoreboard
being a distraction to drivers on Waukegan Road. Mr. Ruiz reported that there is about a 1.1
second that drivers will see the scoreboard if they are driving north on Waukegan Road at the
speed limit so they are not concerned that the scoreboard will be a distraction. They can also
control the LED bulb brightness based on the brightness outside so the scoreboard will adjust to
nighttime lighting and will not appear so bright. The ability to control the brightness will also
result in some energy savings. Commissioner Silva confirmed that the advertising is not directed
toward drivers. Mr. Ruiz stated that the advertising is for people in the stadium and drivers on
Waukegan Road.
Commissioner Bromberg asked if they plan to have the new scoreboard in use for 25 years. Mr.
Ruiz replied that the longevity should be longer than 25 years.
Chairman Berg confirmed that there will be no advertisements on the sign when it is off. He
commented that he was concerned that the scoreboard might impact residential areas but after
hearing their presentation, it does not appear that that would be the case. He stated that it is
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incumbent on the Petitioners to address this at the Public Hearing and to to demonstrate this in
case it becomes an issue.
Mr. Letwat asked what information they should share regarding this at the Public Hearing.
Chairman Berg stated that in his experience, neighbors do not want additional lighting and noise
affecting their homes and yards.
Commissioner Bromberg suggested addressing site lines, as well.
Mr. Ryckaert asked if the scoreboard is black when it is off. The Petitioner confirmed that the
scoreboard would be blacked out when the scoreboard is off.
Commissioner Goldstone asked if there have been any conversations with the two homes in
question that may have visibility of the scoreboard. Mr. Ruiz replied that no there have not been,
but they are interested in doing this. The Commissioners suggested contact these homeowners
to avoid any surprises going forward.
Mr. Nakahara asked if the new scoreboard will say Adams Field across the top as the existing
one does. Mr. Ruiz replied that they are not sure yet, but they will label the field in some way but
have not determined this at this time. Mr. Ruiz noted that the scoreboard will have a truss on
top that says Deerfield Warriors as shown in the images and this will be permanent and will be
illuminated when the scoreboard is off.
Commissioner Bromberg stated that the current scoreboard was approved by Ordinance that
limited it to a certain size. Mr. Ryckaert stated that in 2011 there was a text amendment added
to the Zoning Ordinance that approved a future new scoreboard ranging in size from 502 square
feet to 672 square feet and the request for a text amendment will be to replace the current text
amendment with a new text amendment for this proposed digital scoreboard.
(3)

Prefiling Conference: Request for Text Amendment and Special Use for a Special
Needs School for Felicity School; a Text Amendment and Special Use for a
Personal Fitness Training Center for Movement Revolution and Institute for
Human Performance; a Text Amendment for Private Sports Team Instruction all
located in the I-1 Office Research Restricted Industry District at 550 Lake Cook
Road (formerly the Venue One and Berto Center) and an Amendment to the
Corporate 500 Centre Planned Unit Development (North Shore Sports and
Wellness)

The Petitioner, Mike Nekritz, Director of North Shore Sports and Wellness (NSSW), stated that
he is with his business partner and father Barry Nekritz. He shared that they started North Shore
Sports and Wellness four years ago when they took over the Joy of the Game facility. He
added that they created a shared model of sports and wellness to improve life, by improving
body, mind and spirit. North Shore Sports and Wellness is proposing to have at the facility, the
Felicity School, an alternative high school, and Movement Revolution, which serves older
people. The Felicity School and Movement Revolution goals are aligned with NSSW.
Mr. Nekritz stated that they are losing the Joy of the Game facility to new housing in Deerbrook
Shopping Center and they had been struggling to find a solution. The former Berto Center
provides a solution for half of the business operations currently at Joy of the Game. As such,
they plan to split their businesses and they will no longer hold basketball and volleyball

Village of Deerfield
2019 Zoning Ordinance Map
Subject Property

SPECIAL USE CRITERIA
Does it meet the standards for a Special Use? A Special Use shall be authorized only
when the Plan Commission finds all of the following:
Compatible with Existing Development
The nature and intensity of the activities involved and the size, placement and
design of any structures proposed will be so planned that the Special Use will be
compatible with the existing development and will not impede the normal and
orderly development and improvement of surrounding property.
Lot of Sufficient Size
The size of the lot will be sufficient for the use proposed.
Traffic
The location of the Special Use within the Village will be such that adverse
effects on surrounding properties will be minimal, particularly regarding the
traffic generated by the Special Use.
Parking and Access
Parking areas will be of adequate size for the particular use and properly located,
and the entrance and exit drives will be laid out so as to prevent traffic hazards
and nuisances.
Effect onNeighborhood
In all respects the Special Use will not be significantly or materially detrimental
to_the health, safety and welfare of the public or injurious to the other property or
improvements in the neighborhood, nor will it diminish or impair property values
in the surrounding area.
Adequate Facilities
That adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities
have been or arebeing provided.
Adequate Buffering
Adequate fencing and/or screening shall be provided to ensure the enjoyment of
surrounding properties, to provide for the public safety or to screen parking areas
andother visually incompatible uses.
If in C-1 Village Center District: That the establishment of the Special Use will
not be injurious to the character of the C-1 Village Center District as a retail
center for the Village.

From: Township High School District 113
Subject:

New Digital Scoreboard

February 28, 2019
Plan Commission
Special Use Criteria & Text Amendment Response
Deerfield High School Scoreboard

1. Compatible with Existing Development:
The proposed digital scoreboard is in line with the prior improvements of the site.
Including the new bleachers, artificial turf field, East tennis courts, and facility
improvements of the pool and gymnasium spaces. 2019 summer work includes the
track resurfacing, the West tennis court will be 100% replaced including fencing,
and the varsity baseball field will have an upgrade to the backstop to provide taller
and longer coverage to for safety of fans and athletes. The proposed scoreboard is
one of the final pieces to the complex needing to be upgraded.
2. Lot of Sufficient Size
The site is of enough size to handle the proposed scoreboard. It provides sufficient
distance from abutting properties to allow minimal to no impact.
3. Traffic:
Traffic on the High School Property is not impacted by the improvement of the new
scoreboard. Visually the scoreboard will have brief visibility along Waukegan Road
traveling Northbound. As a vehicle travels through the intersection of Warrior Way
and Waukegan Road there is just over 600’ and again past the bleachers for a
distance just over 200’.
4. Parking and Access:
There is no impact to parking with improvement.
5. Effect on Neighborhood:
The impact on the neighborhood will not be significant or materially detrimental to
the health, safety, and welfare of the abutting properties. The proposed scoreboard
is 1,420’ (just under ¼ mile) to the nearest neighbor to the South. The scoreboard

will be used for the various sporting events. The scoreboard will not be light up
when not in use by students or sporting events.
6. Adequate Facilities
The outside facilities that make up the stadium are in-line and of adequate size to
make efficient use of the scoreboard as part of the normal operation of the stadium.
The scoreboard will work for any of the events and allow for customizing display
based on the sporting event that is taking place.
The power and fiber for the scoreboard will be feed from the new bleachers. There
is no impact to other utilities or infrastructure.
7. Adequate Buffering:
Currently there only appears to be one home that would have a direct line of sight to
the scoreboard during operation. The District is willing to add vegetation in strategic
locations to reduce impacted lines of sight.
TEXT AMENDMENT CRITERIA

In the Public Interest:
The proposed scoreboard is in the public interest as it represents a beacon of
technology along with student and community engagement. The ability to showcase
the variety of sports and student athletes in a professional image enhances the
perception of the High School. The educational production value for non-athletes
who wish to build their skills within the technology that helps to present the product
on the field.

MEMORANDUM
TO: Plan Commission
FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: February 21, 2019
RE: Public Hearing on the Request for Text Amendment and Special Use for a Special
Needs School for Felicity School; a Text Amendment and Special Use for a Personal
Fitness Training Center for Movement Revolution; a Text Amendment and Special Use
for Private Sports Team Instruction all in the I-1 Office Research Restricted Industrial
District located at 550 Lake Cook Road (formerly the Venue One and Berto Center) and
an Amendment to the Corporate 500 Centre Planned Unit Development (North Shore
Sports and Wellness)
Subject Property
The subject property consists of the former Berto Center at 550 Lake Cook Road. The
Berto Center, the practice facility for the Chicago Bulls professional basketball team was
vacated a few years ago when the Chicago Bulls moved their practice facility to the City
of Chicago. The Berto Center was approved in 1991 as Text Amendment, a Special Use
and an amendment to the Corporate 500 Centre PUD. The building is 35,600 total
square feet in area (29,000 square feet ground floor and a 6,600 square foot
mezzanine) on a 1.95-acre parcel. The subject property is zoned I-1 Office, Research
and Restricted Industrial District. This property is part of the Corporate 500 Centre
Planned Unit Development.
In 2014, the subject property was approved for an event center to service the residents
and businesses. The types of events approved in 2014 were weddings, bar/bat
mitzvahs, proms, charity galas, charity fundraisers, corporate networking events and
meetings, and small trade shows/expos with an average event consisting of
approximately 220-300 guests.
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North: R-5 General Residence District – Coromandel, a residential planned unit
development
South: I-1 Office, Research and Restricted Industrial District – Residence Inn Marriott
Hotel
East: C-2 Outlying Commercial District – Whitehall
West: I-1 Office, Research and Restricted Industrial District (across Corporate Drive) –
Corporate 500 Centre office buildings

Proposed Plan
North Shore Sports and Wellness (NSSW) is a family owned business that took over the
Joy of the Game Sports Center (JG) in Deerfield four years ago. NSSW’s goal is to bring
together organizations that promote sports and wellness by offering services and
programs for the surrounding communities. NSSW is the permanent home to six standalone businesses, six top-tier sports programs and many other activity-based
organizations all providing wellness-related programming. The petitioner’s material
indicates that changes occurring in Deerbrook Mall with the development of the area
behind Deerbrook with apartments have forced NSSW to reexamine its core business.
NSSW is trying to secure ownership of the 550 Lake Cook Road property. to house two
of the businesses; Felicity School and Movement Revolution as well as utilizing the
single basketball court in the building for after-hours sports practices only. During the
Prefiling Conference for this petition, the petitioner planned to have three businesses in
the building, but the plans for the third business (Institute for Human Performance)
have changed due to space needs. The petitioner’s material indicates that the 550 Lake
Cook Road’s building size, parking restraints, and other factors prevent third NSSW
businesses in the current Joy of the Game building including athletic tournaments from
joining this venture at 550 Lake Cook Road. The petitioner’s request does not include
many of the components of Joy of the Game’s historical offerings. There will be no
tournaments, large events or multiple athletic programs as there will be only one court
in the facility. A brief summary of the proposed uses in the building is below. Please
see the petitioner’s material for a detailed description of the proposed business to be
located at 550 Lake Cook Road.
Felicity School
Felicity offers educational services to approximately 25 special needs students with
emotional disabilities (including depression, severe anxiety and school refusal) from 7th
to 12th grade. Students arrive at Felicity through an individualized education programs
(IEP) process and the school has served students many communities including Deerfield
and Highland Park. Felicity is a non-traditional school environment that ameliorates
some of the negative feelings that students might associate with a more traditional
school setting. Felicity School is open M-F from 8:30am - 3:00pm and is closed on
weekends. There are 11 full-time employees and 3 part-time specialists working at
Felicity. Students are driven to and picked up from the school by their home districts in
vans/cabs. The school will have classroom and conference areas utilizing the 7,000
square feet on the second floor, the basketball court and other downstairs common
areas. The petitioner’s material indicates that the Felicity School student-to-staff
rations are less than 2.5 students for every staff member and there is constant
supervision. Felicity personnel are trained in Life Space Crisis Intervention through the
Crisis Prevention Institute. The training programs are designed to deescalate difficult
situations and keep students and others as safe as possible. The petitioner’s material
also indicates that their relationship has strengthened over the last 5 years noting that
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most calls to the Deerfield Police Department are the result of the need for a student
assessment and the frequency of service calls have decreased over time.
Movement Revolution
Movement Revolution provides state-of-the-art personal training for people living with
neurological disorders including Parkinson’s disease, Stroke and Spinal Cord Injury. Home
of Rock Steady Boxing and training sessions, Movement offers unmatched training for an
elderly clientele suffering from chronic pain, debilitating diseases and the negative impact
of aging. Movement Revolution is open M-F from 9:00am - 5:00pm, Sat. 9:00am-noon
and closed on Sundays. There are 4-5 employees at the location, each with a client.
Parking needs therefore are about 8-10 spaces. Movement will utilize slightly more than
3,000 square feet of space.
Private Sports Team Instruction
NSSW would like to have local teams (likely Deerfield based basketball or volleyball
teams) utilize the building’s court for practice use after the Felicity School and Movement
Revolution is closing. The use will be limited to practices and team events (no
tournaments). There is a side door near the main entrance that enters into the court
area. The practices will conclude at approximately 9:00pm. North Shore Sports and
Wellness expects this group/team to be from grades 7th-12th. The sports teams will
utilize the same pick-up and drop off procedures as Felicity School. The petitioner does
not expect any overlap of services since this use will begin many hours after the school
day. North Shore Sports and Wellness anticipate that about half of the players will drive.
Please see the petitioner’s material regarding the recreational partners that NSSW
anticipates using the court.
Building and Site Improvements
No major changes are proposed for the building walls/elevations other than signage.
The petitioner is proposing planting a tree and placing a bench on the subject property
in remembrance of a student who passed away last fall.
Zoning Conformance
When a use is not specifically listed as a Permitted Use or Special Use in a zoning
district, the use is not allowed. Currently, a special needs school; a personal training
fitness center; and private sports team instruction are neither a Permitted nor a Special
Use in the I-1 Office Research Restricted Industrial District so these uses are not
allowed. Therefore, a Text Amendment is needed to allow the proposed Special Uses in
the I-1 District. The uses would be added to the I-1 Office Research Restricted
Industrial District (the current zoning of the subject property) as a Special Use. The
Special Use standards would apply to this Special Use. The proposed Special Uses will
only be added to the I-1 Office Research Restricted Industrial District. Attached are the
Special Use standards.
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As stated above, the petitioners are seeking approval of Text Amendments to allow a
special needs school, personal training fitness center, and private sports team
instruction as Special Uses in the I-1 Office Research Restricted Industry District. A
Text Amendment has to be in the public interest and not solely for the interest of the
applicant. The specific text amendments to the I-1 Office Research Restricted
Industrial District is as follows:
Add letter e to Article 6.01-C (4) Special Uses (Recreational and Social Facilities) in the
I-1 Office Research Restricted Industrial zoning district:
e. Personal Training Fitness Center when such facility is located in an I-1 Planned Unit
Development that is a minimum of twenty-five (25) acres in size.
Add letter f to Article 6.01-C (4) Special Uses in the I-1 Office Research Restricted
Industrial zoning district:
f. Private Sports Team Instruction when such instruction is located in an I-1 Planned
Unit Development that is a minimum of twenty-five (25) acres in size.
Add number 24 to Article 6.01-C Special Uses in the I-1 Office Research Restricted
Industrial zoning district:
24. Special Needs School when such school is located in an I-1 Planned Unit
Development that is a minimum of twenty-five (25) acres in size.
An educational program offering life skill instruction for students with special needs.
Note: In 2014, a Text Amendment was made to the I-1 District for a freestanding
meeting and event center in the I-1 Office, Research and Restricted Industrial District.
The 2014 Text Amendment to the I-1 Office, Research, and Restricted Industrial District
allowed an event center facility located in an I-1 Planned Unit Development when such
facility is located in an I-1 Planned Unit Development with a minimum of 25 acres in
size which restricted an event center to only a couple of geographic areas in the I-1
District. The same restriction is added to the proposed text amendments unless the
Plan Commission is not in favor of this.
Parking and Traffic
There are currently 52 parking spaces on the subject property. The 1991 ordinance
approving the Bulls practice facility at the Berto Center required a parking space ratio of
1 space for each 750 square feet of building space. The petitioners plan to maintain the
same number of parking spaces and the same overall parking configuration on the
property. The 1991 ordinance approving the Berto Center required the applicant to
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have a cross easement agreement for 30 overflow parking spaces for special events
across Corporate Drive in the Corporate 500 Centre office building parking lot. This
cross easement agreement for 30 spaces still exists today and will be in place for the
proposed NSSW uses.
The petitioners have submitted a traffic impact statement conducted by KLOA dated
February 4, 2019, for the proposed relocation of Felicity School and Movement
Revolution to 550 Lake Cook Road (southeast quadrant of Kates Road with Corporate
Drive) in Deerfield, Illinois. Page 3 of the traffic impact statement lists the site
characteristics and proposed operations of the two businesses and the basketball court
being used in the late afternoon/evening for practices of up to two basketball/volleyball
teams. The bottom of page 3 reiterates the shared parking agreement between the
subject property and Lot 2 (immediately west of the site) of the Corporate 500 Centre
planned unit development. Table 1 on page 4 of the report summarizes volume of
traffic that will be generated during peak hours by the two proposed businesses and the
after-hours team practices. The petitioner’s material indicates that the Felicity School
students will be driven to and picked up in vans and cabs.
Page 5 of the study evaluates the adequacy of the proposed parking in accommodating
the parking demand of the proposed facility on at typical weekday of 9:00AM to
3:00PM. The study indicates that the total estimated daily parking demand is 25 parking
spaces with a surplus of 27 parking spaces, which can accommodate additional clients
that may overlap during the one-on-one sessions with trainers or visitors for Felicity
School.
After 3:00PM, the projected peak parking demand will be 30 parking spaces, resulting
in a surplus of 22 parking spaces. The traffic study takes a conservative approach
calculating the after 3:00PM parking demand by assuming that Movement Revolution
and team practices occur at the same time. The study notes that the peak parking
demand for Movement Revolution and team practices are not projected to occur at the
same time.
The study indicates in its conclusion that the traffic that will be generated by Felicity
School, and Movement Revolution will be limited and can be accommodated by the area
roadway system. The proposed parking supply of 52 parking spaces will be adequate in
accommodating the projected parking demand of the facility on a typical weekday, and
should additional parking be needed, any overflow demand can be accommodated by
the shared parking agreement with Lot 2 of the Corporate 500 subdivision allowing for
the use of 30 parking spaces.
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Required Parking
As part of the approval process of a Special Use for the proposed personal training
center and special needs school, and private team sports instruction, the petitioners
must demonstrate that adequate parking will be provided.
The parking requirements for a high school (high schools uses require two (2) parking
spaces for each three (3) teachers and employees, plus one (1) parking space for each
five (5) students). The parking requirement for Felicity School is 14 parking spaces (9
parking spaces for 14 employees plus 5 parking spaces for 25 students = 14 parking
spaces).
Under the Zoning Ordinance, a personal fitness training center shall provide not less
than one (1) parking space for each employee on duty plus one (1) parking space for
each 600 square feet of gross floor area. Movement Revolution will occupy 3,000 sf
and have 5 employees at peak time, requiring 10 parking spaces (5 parking spaces for
each employee plus 5 parking spaces – 3,000 sf/600 sf = 10 parking spaces).
There is no specific requirement for parking spaces in the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance
for private sports team instruction. The zoning ordinance indicates that parking spaces
for uses not listed in the zoning ordinance are provided with the requirement by the
Plan Commission and approved by the Board of Trustees. The closest requirement is for
a personal fitness training center, which is one (1) parking space for each employee on
duty plus one (1) parking space for each 600 square feet of gross floor area. The
private sports team instruction use would require 15 parking spaces or 2 parking spaces
for 2 coaches plus 12.8 parking spaces (7,735 sf/600sf )= 14.8 or 15 parking spaces)
The subject property at 550 Lake Cook Road is being proposed as a multiple use
building containing a special needs school, a personal fitness training, and private team
sports instruction. The building is 35,000 square feet and based on the current uses,
the following number of parking spaces would be required:
Felicity School: 14 spaces
Movement Revolution: 10 spaces
Private Sports Team Instruction: 14.8 spaces
Total: 38.8 or 39 parking spaces required for all uses in the facility.
To accommodate the vehicles for this facility there are 52 parking spaces on site and
30 overflow parking spaces allowed by a cross easement agreement across Corporate
Drive in the Corporate 500 Centre office building parking lot for a total of 82 parking
spaces. The 1991 ordinance approving the Berto Center required the applicant to have
a cross easement agreement for 30 overflow parking spaces and this cross easement
agreement for 30 spaces still exists today and will be in place for the proposed NSSW
uses.
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The Coromandel development (on the north side of Kates Road) has one entrance in
and out for this residential development with 400 housing units and this access point is
at the intersection of Kates Road and Kelburn Road/Corporate Drive. No parking is
allowed on the inner side of the Kelburn Road-Milford Road loop through Coromandel,
as this is a fire lane, and parking is not allowed on the access road leading to the
Village water tower. Parking is also prohibited on both sided of Kates Road. The NSSW
petitioners will not be utilizing using any on-street parking for their facility, including on
Corporate Drive or in the Coromandel development.
Loading
Article 8.03-H (5) states that for Special Uses, not listed, loading berths adequate in
number and size to serve such uses shall be provided as recommended by the Plan
Commission and approved by the Board of Trustees. When the Berto Center was
approved in 1991, no loading berth was provided. The petitioner does not anticipate
large or frequent deliveries at the subject property.
Signage
New Signage:
The petitioners are requesting approval of new signs on the doors.
Building Identification Signs in an I-1 PUD
The existing ground sign at the vehicular entrance to the 550 Lake Cook Road property
along Corporate Drive exists and is proposed to have a face change as indicated in the
petitioner’s plans. Previously this sign contained the text Venue One Meeting and Event
Center. The petitioners are proposing to add the text North Shore Sports and Wellness,
Felicity School with logo and Movement Revolution logo.
Wall Sign
Number and Content:
Permitted: Limited to one (1) sign for each wall, which fronts on a street, right-of-way,
easement for access or parking. Said sign shall only contain the name of the building,
or the name of tenant, or the name of the development. Such signage may include a
logo.
Proposed: The petitioner is proposing to replace the existing Venue One wall sign on
the south building elevation. Proposed content is the text Felicity School with a logo.
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Area:
Permitted: The maximum surface area shall not exceed one percent (1%) of the gross
surface area of the wall to which it is affixed, or 100 square feet, whichever is lesser.
1% of the area of the south wall is 64 square feet.
Proposed: 56 (4 feet high by 14 feet long) square feet in area.
Location:
Permitted: Wall signs may be located on any principal building fronting on a street,
right-of-way, easement for access, or parking area.
Proposed: On the south wall facing the parking area.
Height:
Permitted: Wall signs shall not be located higher than the parapet line of the roof of the
building.
Proposed: The wall sign is below the parapet line of the roof.
Occupant Signs
Permitted: Occupant signs are exempt signs limited in content to the name of occupant
and the address of the premises. Occupant sign are limited to wall and ground signs
and no more than three (3) square feet in gross surface area per sign. Occupant signs
cannot be more than fifteen (15) feet in height.
Proposed: The petitioner is proposing a sign for each business on the main entrance
doors on the south elevation for a total of three (3) occupant sign each under three (3)
square feet and under fifteen (15) feet in height per the petitioner’s plans.
The petitioner is also proposing a single occupant sign at each of the two (2) separate
entrance doors on the east elevation. Each of the occupant sign’s surface area on the
east elevation are under three (3) square feet and under fifteen (15) square feet per
the petitioner’s plans.
HVAC/Mechanical Screening
Any new rooftop units to be installed or the replacement of existing rooftop units, need
to be screened from public view, or located to not be visible from a public way. The
petitioner is not proposing any changes to the existing HVAC rooftop units.
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Landscape Buffering
The existing landscaping and buffering on the subject property will not be changed. The
Zoning Ordinance definition of “buffering” is: Any means of protecting abutting
properties from the visual or auditory effects of a different or more intense use.
"Buffering" may include, but is not limited to, berming, fencing, landscaping, providing
greater setbacks or providing open spaces. One of the Special Use criteria is adequate
buffering.
Fire Department Approval
The petitioner has submitted a letter from the Deerfield-Bannockburn Fire Protection
District dated January 2, 2019 that the site is approved for emergency vehicle
accessibility.
Prefiling Conference Minutes
Attached are the January 24, 2019 prefiling conference minutes.
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incumbent on the Petitioners to address this at the Public Hearing and to to demonstrate this in
case it becomes an issue.
Mr. Letwat asked what information they should share regarding this at the Public Hearing.
Chairman Berg stated that in his experience, neighbors do not want additional lighting and noise
affecting their homes and yards.
Commissioner Bromberg suggested addressing site lines, as well.
Mr. Ryckaert asked if the scoreboard is black when it is off. The Petitioner confirmed that the
scoreboard would be blacked out when the scoreboard is off.
Commissioner Goldstone asked if there have been any conversations with the two homes in
question that may have visibility of the scoreboard. Mr. Ruiz replied that no there have not been,
but they are interested in doing this. The Commissioners suggested contact these homeowners
to avoid any surprises going forward.
Mr. Nakahara asked if the new scoreboard will say Adams Field across the top as the existing
one does. Mr. Ruiz replied that they are not sure yet, but they will label the field in some way but
have not determined this at this time. Mr. Ruiz noted that the scoreboard will have a truss on
top that says Deerfield Warriors as shown in the images and this will be permanent and will be
illuminated when the scoreboard is off.
Commissioner Bromberg stated that the current scoreboard was approved by Ordinance that
limited it to a certain size. Mr. Ryckaert stated that in 2011 there was a text amendment added
to the Zoning Ordinance that approved a future new scoreboard ranging in size from 502 square
feet to 672 square feet and the request for a text amendment will be to replace the current text
amendment with a new text amendment for this proposed digital scoreboard.
(3)

Prefiling Conference: Request for Text Amendment and Special Use for a Special
Needs School for Felicity School; a Text Amendment and Special Use for a
Personal Fitness Training Center for Movement Revolution and Institute for
Human Performance; a Text Amendment for Private Sports Team Instruction all
located in the I-1 Office Research Restricted Industry District at 550 Lake Cook
Road (formerly the Venue One and Berto Center) and an Amendment to the
Corporate 500 Centre Planned Unit Development (North Shore Sports and
Wellness)

The Petitioner, Mike Nekritz, Director of North Shore Sports and Wellness (NSSW), stated that
he is with his business partner and father Barry Nekritz. He shared that they started North Shore
Sports and Wellness four years ago when they took over the Joy of the Game facility. He
added that they created a shared model of sports and wellness to improve life, by improving
body, mind and spirit. North Shore Sports and Wellness is proposing to have at the facility, the
Felicity School, an alternative high school, and Movement Revolution, which serves older
people. The Felicity School and Movement Revolution goals are aligned with NSSW.
Mr. Nekritz stated that they are losing the Joy of the Game facility to new housing in Deerbrook
Shopping Center and they had been struggling to find a solution. The former Berto Center
provides a solution for half of the business operations currently at Joy of the Game. As such,
they plan to split their businesses and they will no longer hold basketball and volleyball
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tournaments at the new location. In their business model, their partners who all use their facility
and share their current space all want to stay with them, and they plan to bring along the
business that will fit into the former Berto Center.
Mr. Nekritz reported that they want to return the Berto Center facility to what it was. He shared
that the Felicity School opened five or six years ago in honor of his sister Felicia Nekritz who
died in her late 20s of breast cancer. He commented that Felicia was a public defender who
believed that all people needed a second chance. Mr. Nekritz reported that he is a former
educator and school administrator and he started the Felicity School in honor of his sister and to
follow his passions. Felicity School, which has 25 to 30 students plus staff, is now an ideal
location for their students and a place where students can start fresh. All of their students have
emotional problems including mental health struggles, school phobias and social anxieties.
None of the students have physical disabilities. They serve 7th grade to 12th grade students.
Mr. Nekritz stated that the area to the right after entering the former Berto Center would be the
new home of Movement Revolution, which serves people in their 60s, 70s and 80s. He
commented that Felicity School students are better behaved around the Movement Revolution
clients. The Felicity School and Movement Revolution will share the gym facilities. Felicity
School believes that space and freedom is important to support emotional issues. Movement
Revolution will have 3,500 square feet where they will provide training and workouts for their
clients.
Mr. Nekritz added that they have had discussions with their other partners at Joy of the Game.
The Institute for Human Performance (IHP) was planned to go into the building but they are
requesting more space than is available and unfortunately, they will not be a partner at the new
location. They do wish to keep some basketball programs and hold practices there after the
school day is completed.
Mr. Nekritz reported that the school day begins at 8:15 A.M, an hour later Movement Revolution
opens, which sees four to five clients at a time. The school day is over at 3 P.M. and they do not
have after school programs on site. Sports Teams will come to practice at the facility at 4 or 5
P.M. The new location will be half the size for volleyball and basketball courts and could
accommodate about 24 players at once. During these times when volleyball and basketball
programs are using the courts Movement Revolution and Felicity School will be closed.
Mr. Nekritz stated that the former Berto Center is a wonderful facility and they are looking to
change as little as they can for their uses. The will move some walls for classrooms on the
second level and will share the downstairs gyms and Movement Revolution will have a
dedicated area. He commented that it is a nice building, and they will add a small amount of
landscaping with a tree and bench. The tree and bench is a dedication to a Felicity School
student who was just hit by a car and killed. Students had raised money to have a tree and
bench in honor of this student. Mr. Nekritz stated that they are trying to maintain the intent of
what this building was originally used for.
Mr. Nekritz reported that they have shared their plans with neighbors including Corporate 500
and others. The neighbors that he has spoken to all seem pleased that there will be life and
movement in the building again and there have been no reservations. He added that the
neighbors have all been supportive of the uses and their business model.
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Mr. Nekritz shared more about Felicity School stating that it is not a traditional school. They
currently have 27 students from 10 different districts. They arrive in vans with one to four
students per vehicle. They currently have students from Lake Zurich, Libertyville, New Trier,
Highland Park and Deerfield. The school day starts at 8:15 A.M. with drop off and at 3 P.M. they
end their day which is a slow point in the day for Movement Revolution. There are currently 52
parking spaces on the site with a surplus 30 spaces across the way for a total of 82 parking
spaces. Chairman Berg asked if there is a shared parking arrangement in place. Barry Nekritz
replied that yes, there is a formal easement with 30 spaces that are not Berto Center specific.
Mike Nekritz confirmed that they are looking to purchase the property and the easement will
transfer with the property.
Mr. Nekritz commented that their partner businesses have been in Deerfield for a combined 20
years and they wish to stay in Deerfield. They are seeking to create a permanent home for the
school and some of these businesses, and this is an ideal place.
Mr. Nekritz displayed the site plan and pointed out where the memorial tree will be which will not
impact the surrounding properties. He stated that if there are parking issues staff will park
further away. He also pointed out where school drop off would be and where Movement
Revolution will have their own exit for safety reasons.
Regarding signage, they want something to identify the businesses only and will not make
changes to the existing sign other than replace the sign faces with their logos and business
names. Commissioner Bromberg asked if the tagline below Felicity School on the sign is
necessary, as it is not permitted. Mr. Nekritz agreed to leave it off the sign and only identify the
businesses. He added that they also plan to earmark the doors, so people know where to go in.
Commissioner Bromberg asked if they will receive many deliveries and if they have a loading
area. Mr. Nekritz replied that they have some deliveries, but they will not be during school drop
off or pick up times, and they will earmark an area in the back to receive them.
Commissioner Bromberg asked about school lunches on site. Mr. Nekritz shared that Felicity
School has built partnerships with Deerfield restaurants and they get food from different
restaurants each day of the week. They also offer some basic things on site. He commented
that they do not want Felicity School to feel like a traditional school for the benefit of their
students.
Commissioner Bromberg asked if school districts pay for their students to attend Felicity School.
Mr. Nekritz replied that it is run by the Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) and they
determine the rates that districts pay to send students there. They are also subject to audits and
to meeting all State codes for schools. He stated that their students are all great kids that just
need something different to be successful.
Commissioner Bromberg asked if any students are on sports teams or band at their home
schools. Mr. Nekritz replied that some transition back to their home school and do half days with
them and half at their home school and may participate in activities, and some kids never want
to go back or may not go back. Some students also have part-time employment or may work
with drug and addiction counselors. He shared that they have an upcoming basketball game
with another school, but it is during the school day.
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Commissioner Bromberg stated that the Village recently approved Cove School in Deerfield and
asked about the differences in students they serve aside from age. Mr. Nekritz shared that
almost all of their students are internalizers and if they hurt anyone, it will be themselves.
Generally, these students do not think they are worth a lot. Felicity School students have higher
depression rates versus learning disabilities at Cove School. Some Felicity School students are
behind academically, but noted that one of their students just got a perfect ACT score.
Commissioner Bromberg asked if any of their students go to college. Mr. Nekritz replied that last
year three graduated, two went to college and one went on to an apprenticeship.
Chairman Berg asked if their students have any development needs. Mr. Nekritz replied that
there are no physical disabilities and that their ISBE charter is for emotional disabilities or other
health impaired only which are special education labels. They are not able take students labeled
with a learning disability.
Chairman Berg asked if some of these students are no longer welcome at their home school.
Mr. Nekritz stated that every student has an individualized education plan (IEP) and every
situation is different. Some students have a school phobia and cannot be in cafeterias or large
crowds and need a more restricted environment, and some students have caused incidences
from trauma triggers. Their classes have two teachers for every eight students and they also
have on staff a therapist, social worker and a drug and addiction counselor. Mr. Nekritz stated
that they ask their students where they wish to graduate from (either their home school or
Felicity School), and they try to make that happen.
Mr. Nekritz stated that Felicity School will share the space with Movement Revolution and some
athletic teams, as well. They are trying to purchase the building to be a new home for Felicity
School and some of their partners. He shared that sports tournaments and large events that
were at Joy of the Game will not be played at the former Berto Center. They will only have
selective teams as partners, which include a volleyball club, and a basketball team
headquartered in Deerfield who they wish to remain in Deerfield. Other teams will merge with a
facility in a different town.
Mr. Nakahara asked if they will look for another business similar to IHP to join them. Mr. Nekritz
replied that it would have to be along the same lines as IHP and they may not seek anything out
but if the right opportunity came, they would consider it. They want to be sure to match what the
building is designed to do.
Chairman Berg asked if there will be any outdoor activities on the site. Mr. Nekritz replied that
there will be no formal outdoor activities.
The Commissioners commented that this is a great use and they are glad the space will be filled
and that many Deerfield business will remain in Deerfield.
Mr. Nakahara reported that the Public Hearing on this matter will be February 28, 2019.
Document Approval
The documents were approved by the Commission with corrections provided by Commissioner
Bromberg.
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Items from the Staff
Mr. Ryckaert reported on upcoming Plan Commission agenda items.
Items from the Commission
There being no further discussion the Workshop Meeting adjourned at 8:59 P.M. with a
unanimous voice vote.
Respectfully Submitted,
Laura Boll
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SPECIAL USE CRITERIA
Does it meet the standards for a Special Use? A Special Use shall be authorized only
when the Plan Commission finds all of the following:
Compatible with Existing Development
The nature and intensity of the activities involved and the size, placement and
design of any structures proposed will be so planned that the Special Use will be
compatible with the existing development and will not impede the normal and
orderly development and improvement of surrounding property.
Lot of Sufficient Size
The size of the lot will be sufficient for the use proposed.
Traffic
The location of the Special Use within the Village will be such that adverse
effects on surrounding properties will be minimal, particularly regarding the
traffic generated by the Special Use.
Parking and Access
Parking areas will be of adequate size for the particular use and properly located,
and the entrance and exit drives will be laid out so as to prevent traffic hazards
and nuisances.
Effect onNeighborhood
In all respects the Special Use will not be significantly or materially detrimental
to_the health, safety and welfare of the public or injurious to the other property or
improvements in the neighborhood, nor will it diminish or impair property values
in the surrounding area.
Adequate Facilities
That adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities
have been or arebeing provided.
Adequate Buffering
Adequate fencing and/or screening shall be provided to ensure the enjoyment of
surrounding properties, to provide for the public safety or to screen parking areas
andother visually incompatible uses.
If in C-1 Village Center District: That the establishment of the Special Use will
not be injurious to the character of the C-1 Village Center District as a retail
center for the Village.

NORTH SHORES SPORTS AND WELLNESS AT 550 LAKE COOK RD
North Shore Sports and Wellness (NSSW) is a family business owned by lifelong area residents Barry, Ed and Mike Nekritz. NSSW took over the Joy of the
Game Sports Center (JG) in Deerfield nearly four years ago. NSSW’s goal is to
bring together organizations that promote sports and wellness by offering
services and programs for the surrounding communities. In this unique facility,
Mike founded Felicity School, renting space from the previous owner of Joy of
the Game and only later taking over management of the entire facility. NSSW
concentrated on relationships and partnerships rather than offering
athletic/recreational programming. NSSW realized a broader scope and scale of
services and now the facilities include additional sports, personal training,
educational services, physical therapy and group training. NSSW is the
permanent home to six stand-alone businesses, six top-tier sports programs and
many other activity-based organizations all providing wellness-related
programming. NSSW partners serve young and old, male and female, in a safe,
positive environment. Changes occurring in Deerbrook Mall have forced NSSW
to reexamine its core business. Fortunately, the partner programs/tenants have
expressed a desire to continue to work with NSSW. The businesses all have a
strong commitment to its current hometown, Deerfield. To this end, NSSW is
trying to secure ownership of 550 Lake Cook Rd. to house three of the
businesses- Felicity School, Institute for Human Performance and
Movement Revolution. Unfortunately building size, parking restraints and other
factors prevent other businesses and athletic tournaments from joining this
venture. This proposal therefore, DOES NOT include many of the components of
Joy of the Game’s historical offerings. There will be no tournaments, large events
or multiple athletic programs as there will be only one court in the facility.
It is important to note that the businesses described below have a rich history in
Deerfield and truly desire to maintain their home in Deerfield. The fact that these
businesses have developed strong relationships and continue to want to share
facilities is a testament to their shared passion for wellness, ability to get along
and understanding that partnerships can benefit everyone. The clients that are
served by these organizations live and work in and near Deerfield.
Text Amendment: A Text Amendment will be needed for Felicity School and the
training that is planned for 550 Lake Cook Road. We believe the North Shore
Sports and Wellness project including the accompanying businesses are in the
public interest. All of these businesses have successfully demonstrated a longterm commitment to the Deerfield community and provide health and wellness
services to citizens on the community. Combined, the businesses have called
more Deerfield home for more than two decades. The 550 Lake Cook Rd.
building will be able to provide much needed wellness services to an aging
population and people stricken with brain disorders while providing athletic
training for young and old. The school offers an alternative setting for students
who cannot be given the attention and care that Felicity can offer. Felicity even

employees Deerfield residents and has proudly educated students from District
#113. These very services are currently offered at a ‘soon to be torn down’
nearby Deerfield location. NSSW contacted a good number of the nearby
businesses who all expressed support to this project. The feedback included an
excitement to utilize the wellness services and relief that our synergistic
businesses will bring energy back to the vacant building that once housed the
Chicago Bulls.

SITE SUMMARY:
The 550 Lake Cook property is approximately 35,000 square feet of space and
was originally created to house the Chicago Bulls. There are fifty-two parking
spaces on the site. We intend to return the facility to a similar usage for physical
training while adding education for a small private therapeutic day high school.
What was the Bulls basketball court (event center space) represents about
16,000+ square feet. This area will be divided into one basketball court and a
training area to include weight platforms, a sprinting track, workout equipment
and more. 3,000 square feet will be converted to an area designed to train
patients suffering from brain disorders. The remainder of the first floor of the
building will be locker rooms, common areas and conference/meeting space for
the three tenants of the building. The second floor of approximately 7,000 square
feet will be occupied by Felicity School. NSSW will not change the exterior of the
building with the exception of new signage to represent the new occupants.

NORTH SHORE SPORTS AND WELLNESS will manage the facility.
Fortunately, this manager (Mike Nekritz) is also the founder of Felicity School
and will be on site to manage the facility as well as run the school. The other
businesses described below share a passion of improving the life, health and
wellness of others. NSSW is working with all organizations to continue to provide
these services in the Deerfield community and we expect to have contracts as
the approval process moves forward.

Movement Revolution was founded in 2013 by Eric Johnson to
provide unparalleled personal training services for people with disabilities and
neurological conditions in the city of Chicago. Movement Revolution now
provides services throughout the Chicagoland area
with two studio locations in Chicago and Deerfield,
as well as in-home availability in Chicago, and
Chicago’s Northshore, Northwest and Western
Suburbs. Movement
provides
state-of-the-art
personal training for people living with neurological
disorders including Parkinson’s disease, Stroke and
Spinal Cord Injury. Home of Rock Steady Boxing
and training sessions, Movement offers unmatched

training for an elderly clientele suffering from chronic pain, debilitating diseases
and the negative impact of aging.
Movement Revolution is open M-F from 9:00am - 5:00pm Movement Revolution
is open M-F from 9:00am - 5:00pm, Sat. 9:00am-noon and closed on Sundays.
There are 4-5 employees at the location, each with a client. Parking needs
therefore are about 8-10 spaces. Movement will utilize slightly more than 3,000
square feet of space.
The mission of Movement Revolution is to foster hope and
invigorate life through exercise for people with neurological
conditions and other physical disabilities. The programs restore
ability, create advocacy and empower the lives of the clients. The
expert team of Exercise Physiologists puts research into action
and bridges the gap from clinical rehabilitation, into communitybased exercise, completing the continuum of care.
Movement’s Neuro Intensive Exercise method is centered on the
principle of intensity. Each client has a different level of intensity
depending on age, ability level and exercise history. A baseline is
established for each client by conducting a
thorough initial evaluation looking at medical
history, cardiovascular endurance, strength,
flexibility, motor control and cognitive acuity.
Movement Revolution staff communicates with
neurologists and recent physical therapists to
ensure a safe and collaborative program is
established. This model is built to seamlessly
transition those who are recently diagnosed, those
being discharged from physical therapy and those
who have been living with their condition for many
years, into a continued exercise program.
Specialized Condition includes Parkinson’s disease, stroke, spinal cord, Multiple
Sclerosis, Traumatic Brain Injury and fall prevention.
Felicity School is a private therapeutic day school committed to the fundamental
belief that all students can achieve greatness and be successful in settings that
accentuate their skills. Felicity offers educational services to about 25 special
needs students with emotional disabilities (including depression, severe anxiety
and school refusal). Students arrive at Felicity through an IEP process and the
school has served students from Deerfield and Highland Park, amongst other
communities listed below. Felicity is a non-traditional school environment with
open and flexible spaces that ameliorates some of the negative feelings that
students might associate with a more traditional school setting. Access to a wide
variety of activities and experiences create a unique sense of belonging. By

integrating vocational/transition programs, experiential learning, individualized
programming, technology, appropriate counseling and support services, we help
students develop a sense of self-worth, accept responsibility and be equipped to
make healthy life decisions. Felicity students understand ethics and values while
developing a strong sense of community.
This day program utilizes classroom space and a non-traditional approach to the
learning process serving students from 7th to 12th grade. Felicity School is open
M-F from 8:30am - 3:00pm and is closed on weekends. There are 11 full-time
employees and 3 part-time specialists working at Felicity. Students are driven to
and picked up from the school by their home districts in vans/cabs. The school
will have classroom and conference areas utilizing the 7,000 square feet on the
second floor, the basketball court and other downstairs common areas. NSSW
will need a special use permit for this school serving the unique needs of these
students.
Core Values (taken from website)
All students can achieve greatness.
Education is a partnership with community, parents, school faculty, local
businesses and more.
Learning happens best in a safe, friendly, positive environment.
The whole individual should be developed integrating the body, spirit and
mind.
Experiential learning is critical for development and growth.
Developing social-emotional skills is crucial to a well-rounded education.
Behaviors are best developed with positive supports.
We value choice, independence and accountability and will provide these to
all our students and staff.
We value our diverse learners and diversity in our staff.
Academic growth will occur as we utilize data, individualize instruction, teach
to strengths and remediate weaker areas.
Cultivating the mind, body, and spirit: Felicity School’s philosophical foundation
focuses on the development of the ‘Mind, Body and Spirit.’ Felicity teaching
prioritizes the following outcomes: developing problem solving skills, learning to
live an ethical life, developing a healthy lifestyle, becoming a good employee,
becoming a smart consumer, becoming an involved citizen, developing useful
social skills and developing an appreciation for the beauty found in nature and in
the arts.
Students from the following communities/districts have attended Felicity School:
North Shore School District #112, Township High School District #113, Lake
Forest High School District #115, New Trier High School District #203, Glenbrook
High School District #225, Maine High School District #207, Community High
School District #128, Township High School District #211, Township High School

District #214, Evanston Township High School District #202, Niles West High
School District #219, Stevenson High School District #125, Warren High School
District #121, Lake Zurich CUSD #95, Lake Bluff School District #65, Mundelein
High School District #120, Zion-Benton High School District #126, Lyons
Township High School District #204, Chicago Public Schools, Beach Park School
District #3, Hawthorn #73, Diamond Lake #6, Zion Elementary School District #6
and LaGrange #102.

Drop-off and Pick-up:
Felicity provides educational services for multiple students from many of partner
districts, reducing the number of vehicles that drop-off and pick-up students. The
area in the back of the property will be utilized for transportation vehicles, and
students will enter into the door nearest this location (not the main entrance). The
current layout of the parking lot is ideal for this traffic. Drop off at the school
occurs from 8:15-8:45 so there are rarely multiple vehicles dropping students off
at the same time. The elevator is available to students should they require
assistance if need to use it. There are multiple districts, for example, that send
Felicity 4-5 students each in vans, further reducing the number of vehicles
dropping-off and picking up students. During drop-off, Movement Revolution is
not yet open and at 3:00 pm is experiencing relatively slow time.
When vans and taxi’s arrive at Felicity, the students are dropped off. These cars
do not park. Students are met by faculty members in the parking lot at the door
and escorted to a common area in the school. All teachers, paraprofessionals
and social workers are present when students arrive. (There will be a specific
Felicity entrance). The opposite occurs in the afternoon when students are
picked up by the vans and taxis. Staff is at the door and help students navigate to
their assigned vehicle. For the past five years, Felicity School has not had school
buses utilized by any of the partner districts and will ensure this practice
continues. Entry procedures have been continually updated and have changed in
the aftermath of the Parkland shooting. Staff now regularly has formal check-in
procedures for students. This includes ‘wanding’, clothing check and
pocket/backpack search. Procedures for some specific students have been/may
be more intrusive when warranted.
Safety, Security and Training: Students are met at the vehicles when they arrive
and are escorted to the vehicles when dismissed for the day. Throughout school
hours, the student-to-staff ratios are very small (less than 2.5:1) and constant
supervision is the expectation. All Felicity personnel are trained in Life Space
Crisis Intervention (LSCI) and through the Crisis Prevention Institute (CPI).
These programs are designed to deescalate difficult situations and keep both the
student and all others as safe as possible. These trainings are above and beyond
what traditional educators are required to receive. In addition, a Felicity employee
has recently become a CPI trainer after a weeklong professional development

series.
Both programs focus on strategies for de-escalation and for turning obstacles
into learning situations. Over the past five plus years, Felicity’s relationship with
the Deerfield Police has strengthened. Many of the calls to the Department are
the result of the need for a student assessment and the frequency of calls has
generally decreased over time. It is important to note that students at Felicity
tend to have internalizing behaviors and we have had no police involvement with
any patrons of the facility, tenants, or community members at any time.
NSSW has sixteen cameras in and outside the Joy of the Game building and are
please that it will continue to have cameras at 550 Lake Cook Rd. These have
proven helpful in service as a deterrent and assisting if problems occur. In fact,
Deerfield Police have visited us to use our camera system to assist in a domestic
dispute between divorced residents of Long Grove. The system in place already
at 550 Lake Cook is robust in nature.

Gym Usage after School Hours: When the school day is complete and
Movement Revolution is closing, NSSW will have local teams (likely Deerfield
based basketball or volleyball teams) utilize the court for practice. This will be
limited to practices and team events (no tournaments). There is a side door near
the main entrance that enters into the court area. The practices will conclude
around 9:00pm. North Shore Sports and Wellness expects this group/team to be
from grades 7-12. Coaches will act much like the Felicity Teachers and utilize the
same pick-up and drop off procedures. Since this group will begin many hours
after the school day there will absolutely no overlap. North Shore Sports and
Wellness anticipate that about half of the players will drive.
Recreational Partners: Many of the partners at Joy of the Game would like to
continue to utilize our facilities. At 550 Lake Cook Rd. NSSW envisions a handful
of programs utilizing the courts. All In Athletics will have the Deerfield based
teams use the courts for training and practices after school and during the
summer. These students will likely be from grades 6-12. The same is true of
Chicago Bounce Volleyball (a boys’ program) that serves students from grades
7-12 (fall/winter). Club Momentum (a girls’ program) offers volleyball for grades
7-12 as well (winter/spring). Midwest Elite is a girls basketball club for high
school athletics and only plays during the spring and summer months.

Landscaping:
The landscaping area around the 550 Lake Cook property seems to be efficient
at providing a good buffer with Waukegan and Kates roads. We would plan to
continue to maintain the current landscaping and would not remove any trees,
bushes or plants. In fact, we would like to add an additional tree.

A Tree and bench- Unfortunately, a Felicity student was killed when struck by a
car on a Saturday night in the fall of 2018. In this young man’s honor, Felicity
students selected to plant a tree with a memorial stone and a bench in the shade
at Felicity’s new home. The area is to be peaceful, well kept, and an ongoing
symbol of life and rebirth every spring. Students have not picked out the tree, so
it could be a tree as requested by the Plan Commission. Felicity School would
like to plant the tree on the south side of the west side corner of the building
although the tree can be planted wherever the Village of Deerfield believes it is
best.
Noise and Approval: Noise should not be a factor in the building. There will be
the typical noise that one would hear during an athletic practice or school. Since
the building was originally designed for athletic activity, the minimal noise will not
carry outside the building. With no large events, noise should be substantially
reduced when compared to Venue One. Besides the Village of Deerfield, no
documentation states that approval by any other group is necessary. NSSW has
discussed the project with various Corporate 500 people and has the approval of
the Receivership.

SPECIAL USE CRITERIA
Compatible with Existing Development
The nature and intensity of the activities involved and the size, placement and
design of any structures proposed will be so planned that the Special Use will be
compatible with the existing development and will not impede the normal and
orderly development and improvement of surrounding property.
The North Shore Sports and Wellness plan for 550 Lake Cook Rd. is extremely
compatible with the existing development. NSSW will be consistent with the
original use for the building and property when the Berto Center was constructed.
The building was the practice and training office home of the Bulls, providing
athletic training and care of professional athletes. While not at the professional
athlete level, services are similar. The most recent use of the subject property
was designed for events for hundreds and hundreds of people at a time where it
is unlikely for the building to ever have anywhere near a hundred people in a
building approved for over a thousand.
Lot of Sufficient Size
Applicant proposes no expansion of the existing building. There will be no visible
difference between past usage and the proposed. Both the building and the lot
will actually service far fewer people than previous occupants.
Traffic - The location of the Special Use within the Village will be such that
adverse effects on surrounding properties will be minimal, particularly regarding
the traffic generated by the Special Use.
Parking and Access - Parking areas will be of adequate size for the
particular use and properly located, and the entrance and exit drives will be
laid out so as to prevent traffic hazards and nuisances.
Parking and Access
use and properly located.

the Applicant’s traffic consultant, the

access to and from the property would continue to be both safe and adequate.
The existing parking lot is of adequate size for the proposed special use.

Effect on Neighborhood- In all respects the Special Use will not be
significantly or materially detrimental to the health, safety and welfare of
the public or injurious to the other property or improvements in the
neighborhood, nor will it diminish or impair property values in the
surrounding area.
The special use will not significantly or materially be detrimental to the health,
safety, and welfare of the public or injurious to other property or improvements in
the neighborhood; nor will it diminish or impair property values in the surrounding
area. In fact, NSSW will provide access to help improve the health and welfare of
the community with services. Furthermore, the positive and successful
experiences all of the businesses have had in Deerfield within a mile from this
property demonstrate value added for the community. Given the original building
was designed for training services, NSSW believes property values are
increased with this usage.
Adequate Facilities, adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other
necessary facilities have been or are being provided.
The proposed special use will have no impact whatsoever on existing utilities,
drainage or other facilities which have been adequate to service the existing
building. The current and past usages in the subject property have demonstrated
that adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities

have been provided.
Adequate Buffering , adequate fencing and/or screening shall be provided
to ensure the enjoyment of surrounding properties, to provide for the
public safety or to screen parking areas and other visually incompatible
uses.
The proposed special use does not require any changes to the existing buffering,
inasmuch as the property’s current landscape and buffering successfully
minimizes property exposure and is a considerable distance from residential
properties.
Building: Given the proposed usage is consistent with the original plans of the
Berto Center, NSSW plans to return aspects of the building to previous usages.
The gymnasium will be utilized for sports. The track are will be recovered as well
as the hardwood floors. The south side will retain the entrance. Inside (near the
entrance to the building), common areas will include a few meeting rooms for all
the tenants. Movement Revolution will occupy 3,500 square feet in the east side
of the building. It is important to note that the nature of training requires open
space, so NSSW will maintain the vast majority of open space. Only walls to
differentiate business areas will be added.
In the middle of the building, the large male and female bathrooms will generally
remain in tact. To accommodate more ADA compliant stalls a few current sized
stall will be removed. In addition, a few showers stalls will be added. The other
three bathrooms in the building will remain in place as well.
The almost 7,000 square feet upstairs is already nicely configured for Felicity
School. The larger offices and floor flow ideally enables Felicity to create
separate pods and classrooms while utilizing open and shared space for multiclass activities. With the possible exception of removing two small walls (to
create bigger classroom space), a fresh coat of paint and slight patching, minimal
work will occur on this area.
There will no change to the elevator, stairways or exit doors throughout the
building.
Signage:
North Shore Sports and Wellness will require minimal signage, as the businesses
in the building are generally destinations. There are no expectations for foot
traffic or advertising to draw attention to the location. The signage is really
designed for customers to find the location and navigate safely into the driveway.
The current locations and signs will remain while ‘Venue One’ will be replaced
with the names of the two permanent businesses operating in the building and

North Shore Sports and Wellness (Felicity, and Movement Revolution). There will
be simple soft illumination for the signage as it is not crucial to advertising or
revenue.

All Signs for the property will just replace current signage with no additional
exterior signage.
Each Sign will consist of the names of the three businesses occupying the
building.
Sign #1 and #2 (the two-sided ground sign)
Sign 1 and Sign 2 replace the existing Venue ground sign(s) in the exact location
and will be the same size. This two-sided structure is just being refaced. It is
located just west of the southwest corner of the building at the entrance to the
property. The sign faces north and south. The sign will require dim lighting. The
purpose of the sign is only to inform guests of location.
Sign #3 is the wall sign. It replaces the existing Venue One sign in the exact
location and will be of similar size. This is located on the south face of building
near the southwest corner of the building approximately 16 feet from the ground.
The sign faces south. The purpose of the sign is only to inform guests of location.
On the doors of the different tenant entrances, NSSW will place a small sticker
decal of the specified business of appropriate size.
Please see attached documents for details.
It is important to once again emphasize the strong ties and history NSSW,
Felicity School, Movement Revolution, and the recreational programs all
have with and in Deerfield. We would love to continue to call Deerfield our
collective home.
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Plan Commission
FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: February 20, 2019
RE: Request for an Amendment to an Existing Sign Plan and Sign Exceptions to Allow a
Ground Sign with Tenant Panels at 111 S. Pfingsten Road
Subject Property
The subject property consists of 111 S. Pfingsten Road. The property is a Planned Unit
Development (PUD) and is zoned I-1 Office, Research, and Restricted Industrial District
and is developed with a four story office building of approximately 125,000 square feet.
The property was previously known as the STS building when it was developed in 1985.
In 2001, the property owner obtained approval from the Village for an amendment to the
sign plan to allow two 21 square foot wall signs on the north and south walls of the
building (Ordinance O-01-41) for “FR&R” (Frost, Rutterberg & Rothblatt), a major tenant
in the building. The Morgan Stanley wall signs replaced these wall signs. In 2004, the
petitioners amended their sign plan to allow a ground sign for Smith Barney (Ordinance
0-04-27). In 2014, the petitioners amended their existing sign plan to allow a new ground
sign for Morgan Stanley (who purchased Smith Barney), including an exception for the
sign to be located in the setback.
Proposed Plan
The petitioners are proposing to make changes to the existing double faced 63 square
foot single tenant ground sign (31.5 square feet per sign face) for the property. The
petitioners are proposing to remove the existing Morgan Stanley ground sign that sits in
front of the building, and install a new ground sign with six (6) tenant panels in the same
location. The petitioner’s material indicates that the proposed sign will assist ownership
in leasing to attract tenants and increase the occupancy at the property. The tenant
panels will give more of a presence to the property and provide prospective tenants with
an identity at the property. The petitioner’s plans indicate the new design of the double
sided internally illuminated panel monument sign will consist of two 3’2” by 4’11” frosted
glass sections of matching color. The tenant names will be applied to the glass as vinyl
graphics. The petitioners have indicated the color and font will be consistent for all six (6)
tenant names on this new ground sign. The petitioner is requesting that the Morgan
Stanley graphics be larger than the other tenant’s graphics as they occupy 27,000 square
feet of this office building. The new sign will be internally illuminated with LED lighting.
The petitioners have provided a new landscaping plan for the area around the base of the
sign.
Zoning Conformance

The petitioners must amend their sign plan for the 111 S. Pfingsten Road property to
allow a new ground sign to replace the existing ground sign. The petitioners must also
seek the necessary sign exceptions for the proposed new ground sign as noted below.
Signage - Business Ground Sign in an I-1 PUD (Article 9.02-C)
Business Ground Sign in an I-1 PUD
Number and Content
Permitted: Not more than one (1) ground sign for each frontage except where a PUD
has frontage in excess of 500 feet, one additional ground sign is permitted. Said
sign may include name of the building, or the name of the development, or the
name of one (1) tenant located in the development. The sign may include the
address of the development.
Proposed: The sign is proposed to contain the property address of 111 S. Pfingsten
Road as well as the name of six (6) tenants in the building. Allowing more than
one (1) tenant name on the ground sign will require an exception.
Area
Permitted: The maximum surface area of the ground sign may be up to forty-five (45)
square feet per sign face not exceeding an aggregate surface area of 90 square
feet.
Proposed: 45 square feet in area per face with an aggregate surface area of 90
square feet.
Location
Permitted: May not be located in any required perimeter setback (front yard setback in
an I-1 PUD is 100 feet).
Proposed: In 2014, the current ground sign was approved in required perimeter
setback. The ground sign will be located in the same location 26 feet from the west
property line and the petitioner is not requesting a further exception than what was
previously approved in 2014.
Height
Permitted: Not to project higher than 6 feet.
Proposed: The new sign will be 6 feet in height.
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Plan Commission
FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: February 22, 2019
RE: Request for Approval of a Final Development Plan for the REVA Residential Rental
Development at the Rear 10.79 acres of the Deerbrook Shopping Center Planned Unit
Development (Gateway Fairview, Inc. and REVA Development Partners LLC.)
Request for Approval of a Final Development Plan
The petitioners are seeking approval of a Final Development Plan for the REVA
residential rental development in the Deerbrook Shopping Center Planned Unit
Development (PUD). They are seeking a determination that their Final Development
Plan is in substantial conformance with the previously approved Preliminary
Development Plan. The Public Hearing for the Preliminary Development Plan was held
on May 24, 2018. At the September 4, 2018 Board of Trustees meeting, the Village
Board withheld approval of the Preliminary Development Plan contingent upon the
petitioner satisfying three additional elements: (1) pedestrian connectivity, (2) street
name; and (3) affordability. The petitioner satisfied these three elements and the
Board of Trustees approved the Preliminary Development Plan on December 17, 2018.
The three changes are listed below:
1. The petitioner enhanced pedestrian circulation and connectivity to Deerbrook
Mall, Deerfield Park Plaza and the Lake Cook Road Metra Station with decorative
walkways, additional crosswalks and wayfinding signage.
2. The petitioner changed the name of the entrance road to the multi-family
development to “Deerbrook Court” from “Chestnut Court”.
3. To address the Board’s request for affordable housing, the petitioner proposed to
include eighteen apartment units as a designated “set-aside” for renters whose
income is less than 120% of the Chicago area median income (AMI), adjusted for
household size, as published by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. The most recent schedule of maximum annual gross household
income is below (2018 Gross Income by Percent Area Median Income, AMI &
Number of People in a Household Chart). Eighteen affordable rental units is 10%
of the 186 apartments units available to rent (excluding the townhomes). The
Village would have the ability to audit and certify the status of the affordable
units annually. The affordable units would be maintained for a period of no less
than 25 years.
1

The location of the building and the building height have not changed from the
Preliminary Development Plan to the Final Development Plan. The development has
remained substantially the same from the Preliminary Development Plan to the Final
Development Plan. The revisions from the Preliminary Development Plan to the Final
Development Plan are as follows:
Modified landscape design at main entry median off of the new street (Deerbrook
Court) leading to this development
Eliminated roundabout at northwest entrance
Simplified pedestrian connections and sidewalks at northwest entrance
Added speed table at NW entry drive to townhome building 11
Added optional emergency access gate between townhome 11 and parking deck
Realigned pedestrian connection to the Sach's Center
East garden grading has been lowered to avoid need for ADA access ramps and
retaining walls
Added wing wall and raised planter at main entrance east end of parking deck
Modified apartment building unit mix to accommodate affordable housing
requirements (previously 25 studio units, 116 one-bedroom units, 45 twobedroom units); revised plan (10 studio units, 122 one-bedroom units, 54 twobedroom units)
Development Agreement
The development agreement contains details about the site development schedule,
public and private improvements, site infrastructure inspections during the course of
construction, performance guarantees, and other matters for private improvements.
The draft development agreement was not available at the writing of this staff memo,
but will be provided as supplemental prior to the Plan Commission meeting on February
28, 2019.

2

Final Signage Plan
The petitioners Final Signage Plan was slightly adjusted from the Preliminary
Development Plan and the Final Sign Plan consists of:
One (1) main entry monument sign at the main entrance to the development (from the
east/ west road coming off of Waukegan Road) located at the end of the landscape
island. The content of the sign will be “Residences of Deerbrook”. The overall height
of the sign will be 6 feet, and the area of the sign is approximately 38.5 s.f. (11’ long by
3.5’ tall) excluding the base of the sign which is not included in the calculation of the
sign. The base of the sign will be made of masonry with an internally lit metal sign.
Also proposed are 2 masonry piers, 8 feet tall, with a 13 inch square brand mark on
each pier with low-level uplighting on the piers adjacent to the main entry monument
sign as shown on the petitioner’s plans.
One (1) secondary monument sign at the entrance at the east side of the development.
The content of this sign will be “Residences of Deerbrook”. The overall height of the
sign will be 6.58 feet, and the area of the sign will be approximately 46.92 square feet
(4.08 feet tall x 11.5 feet long) excluding the base of the sign, which is not included in
the calculation of the sign. The base of the sign will be made of masonry with an
internally lit metal sign. Also shown is a small “D” logo on the left side of the sign,
which the development’s brand mark. The location of the main entry monument sign is
shown on the petitioner’s plans.
Ten (10) wayfinding signs, seven feet tall, will be provided throughout the
development. The location of the signs are shown on the petitioner’s plan, eight (8)
wayfinding signs are shown on the new apartment development property, and two (2)
wayfinding signs are shown on the existing commercial portion of the shopping center,
along the east/west driveway coming off of Waukegan Road.
During the Preliminary Development Plan approval, staff indicated and the Plan
Commission’s Preliminary Development Plan Recommendation acknowledged that the
zoning ordinance did not have a category for a multiple family rental development in
the C-2 Outlying Commercial District and a Text Amendment would be needed at the
time of the Final Development Plan. The Board approved the Preliminary Development
Plan and the petitioner submitted their Final Sign Plan. The proposed Text Amendment
for the signage is below.
Proposed Text Amendment for Multi-Family Signage
The proposed text amendments is as follows (add letter j to 9.02-B., 8. C-2 Outlying
Commercial District/Commercial Planned Unit Development of more than 500,000
square feet of Gross Floor Area)
3

j. Multi-Family Rental Development.
1.

2.

Main Entry Monument Sign
(a.)

Type
Sign may be a single faced ground sign and a pier sign.

(b.)

Number and Content
There shall not be more than one (1) main entry monument sign
and two (2) pier signs. Each sign may indicate only the name of
the residential development. Said sign may contain a brand mark.

(c.)

Area
The maximum area of a main entry monument sign shall not
exceed thirty-nine (39) square feet. The maximum area of a pier
sign shall not exceed sixteen (16) square feet.

(d.)

Height
The maximum height of a main entry monument sign shall not
exceed six (6) feet in height. The maximum height of a pier sign
shall not exceed eight (8) feet in height.

(e.)

Illumination
A main entry monument sign and pier sign may be illuminated.

Secondary Entry Monument Sign
(a.)

Type
Sign may be a single faced ground sign.

(b.)

Number and Content
There shall not be more than one (1) secondary entry monument
sign for each zoning lot. The sign may indicate only the name of
the residential development. Said sign may contain a brand mark.

(c.)

Area
The maximum area of a secondary entry monument sign shall not
exceed forty-seven (47) square feet.

(d.)

Height
The maximum height of a secondary entry monument sign shall not
exceed six (6) feet, seven (7) inches in height.
4

(e.)

3.

Illumination
A secondary entry monument sign may be illuminated.

Wayfinding Signs
(a.)

Type
Directional signs may be double-faced ground signs.

(b.)

Number and Content
There shall not be more than ten (10) directional signs. Each
directional sign shall indicate only: the wording for the leasing
office, additional parking areas and vehicular access points; and the
addresses of the development. Said signs may include directional
arrows and a brand mark.

(c.)

Area
The maximum area of a tenant identification directional sign shall
not exceed six (6) square feet per face not to exceed twelve (12)
square feet for a double-faced sign.

(d.)

Height
The maximum height of such sign shall not exceed seven (7) feet
in height.

(e.)

Illumination
Tenant identification directional signs may be illuminated.
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Plan Commission
FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: February 22, 2019
RE: Prefiling Conference on the Request for a Special Use for a Personal Fitness Training
Center in Suite 27 at the 444 Lake Cook Road building B in the Industraplex Planned Unit
Development (Cornerstone Mixed Martial Arts LLC)
The purpose of a Prefiling Conference is for the Plan Commission to give the petitioners some
direction, feedback and input on their proposed plans.
Subject Property
The subject property consists of the Industraplex Planned Unit Development. The subject
property was developed as an Industrial Planned Unit Development. The development was
originally approved in 1984 with an amendment to the PUD in 1987. The subject property is
zoned I-2 Outlying Limited Industrial District. The subject property at 444 Lake Cook Road
where the Special Use is being proposed is Lot 3 in the Industraplex PUD and developed with
two-single story buildings on the lot. Lot 3 is 3.83 acres in size. The Industraplex PUD
consists of three lots. Lot 1 is developed with one building at 448 Lake Cook Road and Lot 2 is
developed with one building at 440 Lake Cook Road.
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North: C-2 Outlying Commercial District - Whitehall Nursing Home
South: C-2 Outlying Commercial District and I-2 Outlying Limited Industrial District - Office
Uses, and Light Assembly, Fabrications, and Warehousing Services
East: C-2 Outlying Commercial District - Animal Hospital, 190 Waukegan Road (Panera Bread)
Building, and Carsons Ribs
West: 1-1 Office, Research and Restricted Industrial District - Corporate 500 Center
Proposed Plan
The petitioners are seeking approval of a Special Use for a 2,127 square foot fitness and
mixed martial arts studio. Specifically, the petitioners are seeking approval for Cornerstone
Mixed Martial Arts Studio to be located in Suite 27 in the 444 Lake Cook Road building B.
Cornerstone Mixed Martial Arts will provide a blend of personal training and mixed martial arts
to students ages 8-65. Classes offered will include kickboxing, grappling, martial arts for
children and fitness boot camps. All classes will have a max attendance of 15 members
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(average 10 per class) and peak hours are weekdays 5:00AM to 7:00AM and 5:00PM to
8:00PM and on weekends from 7:00AM to 10:00AM. The petitioner’s material indicate that
any special event (such as belt promotions when a parent could come to observe) outside
normal classes would be done on weekends and separated by each individual class so not to
exceed the capacity of the space or impact parking.
The petitioner is not proposing any exterior changes to the building nor are they proposing
any site improvements. The petitioner is proposing interior renovations to best maximize the
use of the space. The proposed floor plan for Suite 27 of the 444 Lake Cook Road building B
is included in the petitioner’s material. The proposed floor plan includes an open area for
fitness training, bathroom, office, and storage closet.
Zoning Conformance
The petitioners are seeking a Special Use for a personal training and self-improvement facility
in the I-2 Outlying Limited Industrial District. The Special Use criteria are attached.
Parking
When the lndustraplex planned unit development was approved in 1984, it was approved with
the cross (shared) parking and access. The parties entered into agreements for shared parking
and access. The amount of parking for the different mix of uses in the development will vary
throughout the day. In other words, the different uses in the development will have varying
peak hour parking times.
Under the Zoning Ordinance, a fitness training studio would be considered a recreational use
and would require one (1) parking space for each three (3) patrons, based on the design
capacity of the facility in terms of the largest number of patrons to be served at one time,
which is 44 persons according to building code. The fitness training studio use would require
15 spaces (44 persons/3 = 14.66 = 15 spaces) based on the recreational use requirement.
The petitioner’s plans indicate the need for eighteen (18) parking spaces, as there could be a
maximum number of fifteen (15) customers and three (3) employees present at a time. As
part of the approval process of a Special Use for the proposed fitness and mixed martial arts
studio, the petitioners must demonstrate that adequate parking will be provided.
The proposed fitness and mixed martial arts studio shares a parking lot with other businesses
in the building as well the building to the south. The petitioner’s materials indicate that they
have gathered parking information on a Monday, Thursday and Saturday based on the hours
that their business would be open. The parking data collected includes the three parking areas
closest in proximity to the petitioner’s space. Two of the lots are to the north of their building
and one lot is east of their building for a total of 93 parking spaces in the immediate area.
Note that the parking survey is not to scale and used for illustration purposes only. The
petitioner’s parking study indicates that at least 47 parking spaces were available between
5:00AM and 9:00PM on Monday, February 11, 2019, at least 44 parking spaces were available
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between 5:00AM and 9:00PM on Thursday, February 7, 2019 and at least 65 parking spaces
were available between 7:00AM and 2:00PM on Saturday, February 9, 2019. The petitioners
have indicated the parking areas included in this study met all of the parking needs of the
building, including the proposed fitness and martial arts studio if all of the uses are busy
(peak) at the same time.
The subject property at 444 Lake Cook Road (Lot 3) is comprised of two multiple use buildings
containing I-2 manufacturing uses along with offices. The two buildings are 70,000 square feet
and based on the current uses and proposed use, 156 parking spaces would be required:
Cornerstone Mixed Martial Arts Studio: One (1) parking space for each three (3) patrons or 44
persons/3= 14.66 or 15 spaces
Manufacturing Uses: 67,873s.f. /600sf plus one (1) space for each unit (28 units) = 141
spaces
Total: 156 parking spaces required for 444 Lake Cook Road buildings (Lot 3)
448 Lake Cook Road (Lot 1) is a multiple use building containing office uses, exercise fitness
studio and I-2 uses and requires 61 parking spaces according to Village records.
440 Lake Cook Road (Lot 2) According to Village records requires 79 parking spaces.
The total parking requirement for the Industraplex planned unit development is 296 parking
spaces (444 building – 156 spaces; 448 building – 61 spaces; 440 building – 79 spaces). The
total parking provided for the site is 285 parking spaces. The petitioner is requesting an
exception for the parking requirement for the I-2 Planned Unit Development.
A check of the past Plan Commission records and approved plans indicates the following
parking summary for this PUD (includes all three lots in this PUD):
1984: 240 spaces provided (source: final site plan) 142 required (Plan Commission report)
1987: 244 spaces provided (Plan Commission report and developer plans) 181 required (Plan
Commission report)
2003: 285 spaces provided (Plan Commission report and developer plans) 262 required (Plan
Commission report).
The petitioner is looking for Plan Commission feedback as to whether their traffic and parking
study will be sufficient for the Public Hearing and their Special Use request.
Signage
The tenant signage for this building and building directory has been consistent over time with
white letters on a blue background. The same font appears on all of the tenant signage for
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the subject property. The petitioner will adhere to the tenant signage and directory panel sign
on the directory. The petitioner’s plans indicate that the property owner will provide both
signs.
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Plan Commission
FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: February 21, 2019
RE: 2019 Revisions to the Zoning Map
Each year the Village must publish a new zoning map by March 31 reflecting the
changes for the preceding calendar year. This year’s zoning map will show the
following changes:
The rezoning of the 658, 662 and 702 Elm Street from R-4 Single and Two
Family to R-5 Multiple Family and the Resubdivision of the properties.
658, 662 & 702 Elm Street – Rezoning to R-5, Multiple Family District
(Ordinance O-18-34 passed November 8, 2018)

No other changes are needed to the 2019 Zoning Map.

Zoning Classifications
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